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SAGE Publications India Pvt Ltd. Paperback. Book Condition: new. BRAND NEW, Adoption in India:
Policies and Experiences, Vinita Bhargava, SAGE Classics is a carefully selected list that every
discerning reader will want to possess, re-read and enjoy for a long time. These are now priced
lower than the original, but is the same version published earlier. SAGE's commitment to quality
remains unchanged. Adoption in India is a pioneering study on child adoption in India. Challenging
some of the prevailing theories on adoptive parenting through empirical data, It examines the
issues that impinge on the development of adopted children in India. Importantly, this is the first
book to give space to the voices of children. The book is divided into two sections. The first deals
with the macro-level issues of child adoption and discusses - historical and global perspectives
concerning adoption; - theoretical paradigms, problems of research design and evaluation of
research outcomes in adoption studies; and - the Indian socio-political and socio-cultural contexts
and contemporary adoption practices. The second section provides a micro-level analysis of
individual families and highlights - the issues that come up while researching adoption in the Indian
contexts; and - experiences of parents and children, which...
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Reviews
Absolutely essential read through book. it was actually writtern quite properly and useful. Its been developed in an remarkably basic way and it is only
following i finished reading through this ebook where really changed me, modify the way i believe.
-- Torrey Jerde
This is basically the finest publication i actually have go through till now. We have read and i also am confident that i am going to likely to read through
again once more in the foreseeable future. It is extremely difficult to leave it before concluding, once you begin to read the book.
-- Prof. Adell Lubowitz
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